Management of adverse radiation effects after radiosurgery for arteriovenous malformations.
Over the last two decades, stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS) has become a mainstay in the management of arteriovenous malformations (AVMs) of the brain. An extensive collective experience has demonstrated that SRS is a minimally invasive technique that can produce excellent AVM obliteration rates with only a modest risk of permanent adverse radiation effects (AREs). Controversy remains regarding the optimal treatment approach for AVMs, with much of the debate centered upon the risk:benefit ratios of microsurgical resection versus SRS. Proponents of surgery suggest that for appropriate Spetzler-Martin grade AVMs microsurgery harbors minimal morbidity and immediate cure. In contrast, supporters of SRS argue that many AVMs cannot be treated by microsurgery with limited morbidity, and that despite the possibility of hemorrhage during the latency to obliteration, the risk profile of SRS is more favorable. Unfortunately, a randomized clinic trial comparing microsurgery and SRS is not likely, so clinicians and patients must use available data to make their own decisions. Much effort has been expended to identify factors associated with AREs, defining their impact and predicting which patients are likely to have complete AVM obliteration in the absence of new neurological deficits. Refinement in an AVM management algorithm on these bases should better educate clinicians and patients about risk profiles, improve patient selection for different treatment strategies, and increase the likelihood of good therapeutic outcomes. Herein, we give a definition to the term ARE and review the suspected mechanisms that lead to them.